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THE BEVATRON AND ITS PLACE IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Eo J. Lofgren

Radiation Labor ataxy
University of Ca.lifornia
Berkeley, California

April 6, 1956

A sprawling group of buildings on an impressive campus site inthe
Berkeleyhills providesthe home of the Radiation Laboratory of the University
of California. A successionof large acceleratorshas been built there, the
latest of which is the Bevatron. It is the largest and highest-energy acceler-
ator in opera.tion at the present time. It was built and is operated under con-
tract with the United States Atomic Energy Con1mission. It is of the type known
as a proton synchrotron, of \vhich there are t'NO others in operation, one at
theUniver sHy of Birmingha.m, England, whose energy is 1 Bev (billion electron
volts), and another at the Brookha.ven National Laboratory. known as the Cos-
motron, '""hich operatesat 3 Bev. The Bevatron accelerates protons(stripped
nuclei ofhydrogen atoms) toan energy of 6.2 Bev.

The design was started in 1947 under the direction of Professor E. O.
Lawrence, and although it was theproduct ofcollaboration of a large group of
physicistsand engineers, the original conception was due to William Brobeck
who also contributed more than any other individual. A working quarter-scale
model was built and operatedin 1948 a.nd 1949 to verify the correctness of the
desigh concept. Construction of the full-scale machine was completed in five
years, and operation began in the spring of 1954. A periodofadjustment and
tuning up followed, and since September 1954 ithas been the center of a most
active and profitable program hihigh-energy physics. One new particle has
been-discovered, and an abundance ofpreviouslyrare and poorly understood
particles (heavy mesons and hyperons)has been provided for study. The pro-
gram has had participants from laboratoriesallover the United States and
from a half dozen other countries, in addition. to the staff at the University of
California. .

This article first describes the Bevatron and itsoperation,and then
discusses a portion oftheresearchprogramo The principles ofthemachine
and its early history were given in "The Bevatron,If by Lloyd Smith, Scientific
American, February 1951.

Note: It is impo&sible to give adequate credit to the large numbers ofpeople
whose effortsmake up the Bevatron research program. There are
highly skilled crews who operateand maintain the Bevatron,making
it possiblefor some dozens of research groups to carry out experiments.
Some ofthese groups are large, and there are strong interdependences
between the groupsQ The research papers are being published chiefly
inthecurrent iss.ues of the Physical Review withproper references.
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Description and Operation

The main component of the Bevatron is a large ring-shaped magnet,
made of four quarter circlesof 50 -foot radius separated from each otherby
a distanceof 20 feet, resulting in a huge doughnutwith four slightly flattened
sides. Its weight is a little less than la, 000 tons, and its sole function is to
guide theprotons which are to be accelerated ina closed circular orbit. In-
side the four sections ofthernagnet and extendingacros s the spacebetween
them is the vacuum tank in which the beam travels 0 The clear space inside
the tank is 1 foot high by 4 feet wide, but it extends to a considerably larger
cross section, where vacuum pumps and other components are attached in the
space between the magnet sectors. The general arrangement isdiagramed
in Figure 1. The magnet is cycled so that the field rises from zero to 15,500
gauss in about two secondso The protonsare injected into theBevatronatan
energy of 10 Mev at the time when the magnetic field passes through a value
of300gaus s c The protons originate in a hydrogen discharge at the high-voltage
end of a liZ-Mev Cockcroft-Walton accelerator.They then pass into a linear
accelerator which increases their energy to 10 Mev (million electron volts).
The linear accelerator is of the drift-tube type which has been described in
tiThe Linear Accelerator" by Wolfgang Panofsky, Scientific American, October
1954. They then pass through an electric "inflector, It which directsthebeam
tangentto the Bevatron orbit inside the tank. The injected beam is 1/5000 of

an am~ere and it lasts for 1/3000 of a second. This corresponds to about4 . 10 1 protons. The protons circulate around the ring at a rate of 360, 000
revolutions per second, oscillatingboth horizontally and vertically, but con-
strained to a path near the centerline by the magnetic field. In one of the straight
sections there isan open-ended boxlike electrode which is threaded by the
circulating beam. A radiofrequency voltage matching the frequency of the
particle rotation is applied to this electrode, and that fraction of particles
whose position in the orbit happens tohave thecorrect phase relation with
respect to the voltage isacceleratedo The remaining particles are lost to ~~...::
the walls of the tank,. while theacceptedparticles are compressed in the cir-
cumferential directiontoa buncho The frequencyof the acceleratingvoltage
must accuratelymatch the rotational frequencyof a particle, which increases
as the magnetic field increasesand as the particlegains energy. This fre-
quency increases from 360.000 to 2,400,000 cycles per second, while theen-
ergy increases frorrl 10 Mev to 6.2 Bev, in a little less than 2 secondsc Dur-
ing this time the protons make about 4, aDO,000 revolutions, gaining a.naverage
of 1500 electron volts per turn and traveling about 300, 000 miles. At the start
ofaccelerationthe beam fills nearlyall the cross-sectionalarea of the tank;
as the acceleration process proceeds, the beam area shrinks to about 1 inch
high by 4 incheswideo There are lossesdue to imperfect injection, flaws in
the magnetic field, and in the cbntrol of the accelerating power, amounting to
90% of the accepted particles. \1{hen the highest energyhas been reached,the
beam pulse amounts to about 3 . 1010 protons. A target is then moved in the
tank to a position just inside the beam orbit. This target insertionis accom-
plished in about 1/10 secondby pneumaticor magneticdeviceso The accel-
erating power is then cut off, but the magnetic field continues to increase.
This causes the orbit to shrink, and the protons are peeled off by the target.

Any of the several target arrangements may be chosen, depending upon
the experiment. In the simplest case, the target inserted into the beam is the
direct object of interest. Metal foils of various elements are bombarded in
this manner for subsequent radiochemical analysis in studies oL'transmutation
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reactions. The target may also be a block or stack made up of layers of photo-
graphic en)ulsion in 'which, after development and under IT,icroscopic exaITlin2.-

tion, the tracks of the individual protons appear as rOws of silver grains 0 When,
an interaction occurs that results in a nuclear explosion, a tIstar" appear s,
each prong of which is the track of a charged fragment. The identity and energy
of the fragment can be deduced from the length, density, and other character-
istics of the prong. This can give extremely detailed knowledge of single nu-
clearevents.

= In most experimentsthe interest centers uponthe 'secondaryparticles
which are createdwhen the pritnary beam strikes a target. Inthese cases a
target, usually a fe'wcubic centimeters of metal, is located with respectto
openingsintheBevatron structureso thatthe secondary particlesof choice
will not be obstructedo High-energy neutrons leave the target in a forward
directionand are notdeflectedby theBevatronmagneticfield, hence, to pro-
duce a neutron beam, a target is located so that there is an unobstructedtan-
gential path from the tar get, and a collimating hole isopened intheproper
directionin the concrete-block shielding wall. In a similar manner, a'1T-meson
beam may be provided, but in this case the bending of the path of the particles
intheBevatron must be taken into account in locating the target. An anal yz-
ing magnet may providea further deflection outside the Bevatronc This results
ina relatively pure beam ofa selected momentum (mass of particle times ve-
10city), becausethe angle of deflection in a given field is inversely proportional
to the mOmentum c A variety of detecting instruments, including cloud chamber s,
bubblechambers, counters and phGtographic emulsions, may be used in either
case,both tostudythepropertiesof the neutronsor 'ITmesons in this new high-
energy range and tocreate other particles. In another important arrangement,
the target isplaced in one of tbe &tra.ight-section tanks where thereis no mag-
netic field, and particlesleaving the target atapproximatelyright angles to
theBevatron beam are concentratedby a system of focusing magnets, and are
then passed through an ana.lyzing magnet for momentum selection. These par-
ticles are predominantly 'ITmesons, but the interest isinheavy mesons, which
are presentto an extent of about 10/0. This arrangement was designed for ex-
posure of emulsion stacks to heavy mesons by L.eZ.ey To Kerth and DonaldH.
Stork and has had such extraordina.ry success that many dozens of stacks have
been exposed and a.rebeing examined in laboratories over most of the world.
It has also been very successfullyused with scintillation counters as the de-
tectors. Some of the many beam arrangementsare sho'WD. inthediagramof
the target areao

Nuclear Physics Program

High-energyparticles were first used as probes to feel out the structure
of atoms by Rutherford 45 years ago, when ne deducedtheexistenceof the
nucleus from the results of.a classic experimenton the scattering of alpha
particles passingthr'Ough a foil. This method, simple in principle, of study-
ing the nucleus by bombarding it with particleSJ,ancLexamining thefragments
is still the most fruitful method in nuclear physics. Natural a.lpha particles
have been superseded in the last 25 years by artificially acceleratedparticles
of increasing energies produced by a variety of acceleratorso At energies of

a few,millionelectr'on volts, the collision betweenthebombarding particle
and the target .nucleus involves the nucleus as a whole. Energy is given to
the entire ena:emble, and in some cases,particularly with the lighterelem,ents,
a fragmentof,the nucleus may splitoff, leaving a nucleus ofa different element,

~_.

<--

,-".
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which is frequently radio~ctivec As thebOlllbardingenergy is raised to sorne
tens of millions of electronvolts, the collisions are energeticenough to trans-
mute any element~and the cha.nges may be greater. The reactionsare,ho-.v-
ever, still of theaame kind; not more than a few nucleons (a general na.me for
either neutrons or protons) are added 6r subtractedfrOIT1 the nucleus, or a
unit of electric charge i5 transferred, resultingin the emission of an electron
or positronc When, however, particles of several hundreds of n-;illion electron
volts, such as are produced by the large synchrocyclotrons, are used, the
organizationalforces of the nucleus as a whole are less important, and the
nucleons act as nearly free particles when squarely struck by a bon1barding .

particle. -A new kind of phenomenon may then take place~ SOD1e of the kinetic
energy of the incident pa.rticle Inay be transformed by a process not yet well
understood and appear in the form of a. particle. These particles are highly
unstable an an -everyday time scale, but in every sense they are real particles~
they have mass and charge a.nd are endowed with tDa-gnetic and rotational prop-
erties c They are called pi mesons or pions (see" The Multiplicity 0.£ Pa.rticles"
by Robert Eo Marshak, Scientific American, January 1952)0 Theatnount of
energy transformed is relatedto thenlass of the new particle bytbe now fa-
rf,iliar relation of Einstein, E = mc2. Not all of the kinetic energy of thebor.b-
barding particle is ava.ilable for transformationbecause the colliding particles
and the newly formed lTJeson share a forward motion after the collision. Thus,
for the production ofTf mesons, whose mass is 273 electron units, 139-M~v
energy is required~ but to get this much energy in a collision between.protons,
the incident particle must have an energy of about 290 Mev.

The special importanceoftheBevatron in this field of physics is due
to its very high energy. When a proton of 6.2 Bev .strikes a tragetnucleouJ
2 Bev ofenergyisavailable for pos.sible transformation; this is equivalent in
mass to more than two nucleons,hence energy is available for the.creation
of any particles up to a pair of protons or neutrons.o Whether a particle may
be created- -and the circuITtstances of its creation- -is another matter to be
settledlargely by experiment. As early as 1947 itappeared from cosmic-ray
studies that there were rarepa.rticlesheavier than pi mesons and different
from nucleons. It was expected then, even as tbeBevatron wa.sbeing built,
that an important field ofresearchwould be openedup iftheseparticles, > which
were later called heavy mesons and hyperons, could be producedby the 13.ev-
atronc This expectation has been amply fulfilled by both the Bevatron and the
Cosrn0tron. In addition, the Dirac theory ofpa.rticles suggests the pos.sibility
of creation0:£pairs ofprotons wlthcomplementaryproperties, and one ofthe
factorsin setting the size oftheBevatronwas theprovision ofenoughenergy
to test this predictlQno These particles, called a.ntiprotons, have indeedbeen
produced by the Bevatron.. These two projects- -production and study of heavy
mesons and discovery .and study of antiprotons are. the most importantparts
butby no means aHo! the Beva.tron rese.arch program.. Soule of tbeaspects
ofresearchon heavy rnesonswill be given here~ while thea:ntiproton is the
subjectof a separa.t.earticle by Emilio Segre and Clyde Wiegand~

The table lists theparticles ofphysicsas they are presently kno.wnc
The group in the rniddlewith rn~sses about half tha.t ofa proton are th,eheavy
r.nesons. They were all discovered in cosmic-ray investigations, using either
cloud chambers or photographic emulsions, and aredi$tinguished iron) one
anotherchiefly by differing decayschernes..Each unique decay scheme is
tentativelyaeGigned 'to a sepa.ri.te particle; however, it i6 by no rr~ean8ce,rta.in
that two or mor.e scherrjesmaynot be alternate decay ITlodes of a singleparticlec
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To deterrnine that, accurate meas'urements of the other properties of the pa.r-
ticles, such as mass and half life, are required., Such detailed knowledge of
these partic~es has developed rather slowly and, 'upto a year ago, only as a
result ofvery large-scale efforts on the part of dozens of cosn1ic-ray research
groups. The troubleisnot only that the problen! is very complex, but the 4if-
ficuity is compounded by the scarcityof the particles and by the severe experi-
mental conditions encountered in using cosmic rays as a source of particles.
A total ,of no ,p:lore than several h\lndred individual events had been observed
prior to the production of these particles by the Bevatrori and the Cosn1otron.

The BevatronK-particlefacUlty, briefly describedintheprevious section,
can provide that many heavy mesons per hour and ina directionaUydefined
and rnornentum-analYLedbeam. For the first time, ithas become possible
todo preciseexperiments under laboratory conditions and to have enough ob-
servations so that good statistica.l accuracy could he achieved.

. One important projectisthe systematicmeasurement ofthemasses
of the differentKmesons, using photographic emulsion techniques. The mas.s
oftheparticles may be deduced from therange, or depth ofp~netration into
matter, of particles of a known momenturn., The morn'entum is fixed by an
accuratel y defined path through the analyzing wagnet, and the range is deter-
mined by di:t,ect measurement of the length 0,£ the track in the emulsion. In
addition, it is pos sible todeduce the mass of. 'a particle if a decay is observed
under such conditions that the energy ofeach particlecan be measured, since
the mass of the original particle equals the sutTlof themasses of the decay

. particles plus the ~nergy of thoseparticles expres.sed in mass units according
to the Einstein relation. The work is not yet completed, but ma'ss values ,for
'T, KfJ.Z' KfT2.. K1J:3. a.ndKe have been deternlined to accuraciesof a few tenths
of.a percent, and they seem to be consistent with a single value ofabaut 9.66

electronmass units.. This work isbeingcarriedoutby two groups: one,headed
by ~Valter H. ,BarkasandHarryH. Heckman,the .other by RobertW0 :Birge.
and Donald H. Starko A comparisonof the roasses of the negative K mesons'
:with the positive has also beenmade using similar methods and yielding the

. result that they are the same within two-tenths of a percent. This work wa.s
done principally by'W.'Chupp,G. GOldhaber, and So Goldhabe.r 0

.4t::-,~~

The f,IK-beamflhas made it possible for the first time to successfully
carry out expeTiments' with K mesons using countersas the detectorso The
importance. of this is due to the excellence of counters as instruD1.ents to r.beas-

. ure small intervals of time; also, to the pos sibili~y of setting up highly selac-
tive schemes so that only cer.ta.indefined partie,lea are registered out of a large
background of other particles. In nlaking a. genera.l comparison,one can say
that emulsionsgive a wonderfully deta.iled pictureofthegeometry of an event,
but very little informa.,tion as to tirrling,and do require a laborious effort to
analyze each 'individual event. . Scintillation counters, on the other hand, can
give only a crude picture of the. geometry of an event becauseof their large
size; .but t4ey can give timing information to one-billionth of a second, and
it is ,possible tosetu.pcounter arrayswhich can ha.ndlemat?-ythousandsof .

. particles" rejectingthe u.nwa.nted 0nesa.nd sorting outthedesired onesaccord-
ing to some predetermined scheme. (See "Scintillation Gounters"by Geo~ge
B. Gollina, Scientific A.me;ric,a.n,N ovember 1953.) The first K;"me son count-
ingwas done by LuisW. Alvarez,Frank Cr'awford,Myron L..Good, and.M.,
Lynn Stevenson, and their preliminaryresults give'no evidence for differing

half lives 0'£ the 1', K~r;<or Kwz,mesons. Both thisevidenc~and themas6values ~'e$,
then, tha.twhen informationis.:completeitheremaybe .fewerthan theei:ght
listed, entries inthe;h.~aYy ~m es:ongroup,. - . .

-"(.,,-,

"""-':..,---
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A number of other irTIportant properties of these particles are being
studied, suchas the variation of production rate at different energies, the de-
tails ofthedecay processes,and their interactions with IT.iatter.. As an exarn-
pie of the latter, ithas been .found that the positively charged Kmesons inter-
act with rna.tteronlyone-third as strongly as do negative K mesons,. and when
they do interact, they usually $uffer only a change of direction. The negative
.Kmesons, on the other hand, TI1aybe absorbedby a nucleus, resulting in the
.creation of a hyperon, one of the last group in the pC;1.rticle table. Observations
of this type can give important evidenceas to the correctness ofprbposed
theoretical treatn'1ents of the particles. "The observationshave so farbeen
consistent with a classification scheme proposedby Murray Gell-Mann and
A. .Pa.is -in which a certain value of a. quantity called "Strangenessllis a'ssigned
to ea.ch particle, and therequirernentis n::ade that in an interaction, the total
of this quantity must remain uncha.ngedo This work is being carriedoutby
Warren W. Chupp, .Gerson: Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, R. Stephan Whit'e,
and associ~tesat this laboratory, as well as groups from other laboratories.

. .F in all Y, Qne of the most promisingtools forresearch \-vith Bevatron-
producedparticles, including K mesons, should be mentioned. A liquid hy-
drogen bubble charoberfsee"The Bubble Cha.mber",by Donald Au Glaser,
Scientific American, February 1955) ten inches indiameter has just been brought
-into operationby a group ofpeopleheadedby Luis W. Alvarez and James Do
Gow. This instrument combinessome of the bestfeatures of both cloud cham-
ber a.ndemulsion techniques and adds a unique one 'of its own. The; chamber,
in 'which the tracks of particles appear as rows of :minute bubbles, .c9ntains
only pur.e liquid hydrogen. 8.° that all interactions are betweenpairs ofpro~ons,
,eliminatingsome of the di!ficulti~s of interpretation that are'introduced by
interactions with more complex nuclei.

. We can confidentky expect that within a year a nurnberofthepresent
uncertainties in the table 'of particles will be removed. We cannot, however,
be sure that the number ofunanswered questions '..vill be any less, forinthe
course of physics it has frequently occurred that when one question isanswered,
at least one new one is raised. .
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FIGURE C_APTIONS

Fig. 1. The Bevatron is inthe circularbuilding in the center. The generators
which supplyt1;le magnet. with power are in the wing extending to the left.
The 184-inch cyclotronis in the domed building in the upperleft.

Fig. 2. The important components of the Bevatron are indicated in this dia-
gr am.

Fig. 3. The Bevatron magnet is built in four quadrants separatedby straight
sections. The over-alldiameter is 140 feet, and the weight is9,500 tons.
The linear acceleratorof the injection system, which isacoD1plete IO-Mev
accel~rator in itself, appears at the right. Two overheadcranes are used
to 'service themachine and to move experimentalequipment.

Fig. 4. The magnet cycle is plotted intheupper diagram. While the magnet
current is increasing, 100, 000 kilowatts ofpower are requiredfrom the
generators. Large flywheelsare connected to the generators to provide
this energy. During thecurrentdecay about 800/0of the energy flows from
the' magnet back to the generators and into the flywheels. The 20% energy
lossis made up by continuously operating motorso , The entire pulse is re-
peated 10 times per se~nd. 't'l\%~\-.),\t.~"-

The acceleration cycle is shownin the lower part of the diagram on
the same tiITje scale. Threeone-hundredthsof a second after the start of
the magne,t pul sethe fieldhas reached 300 gaus s, the injector is triggered,
and 10-Mev ,protonsare injectedo Theirvelocity is 150/0thevelocityof
light'.The acceleratingelectrode supplies an averageof 1500 electron
volts per turn for about 4,000, 000 turns until at the end ,of 1.8 seconds
the peak energy of 6.2 Bevhas been ..reached, when the beam is intercepted
by a ta.rget.

Fig. 5. This is the target area of the Bevatron,' showing a few of the possible
beam arrangem.ents.Ofcour..se, not all.of these facilities can be set np .at
the same time. . .

Figo 60 Theparticl.esof physics asiYthey are presently knc)'wn. The word II el-
ementary" particles is $oTI1etimesused, but it is not Qlear what "elementaryl1
means because ofthe transformations between particles and from <ener gy
to particle. The light. mesons are produced by the large syuchrocyclotrons0

Heavy rnes.ons have been produced in comparative abundance by the Beva-
tron, and a good start has been made towards accumulating the information
necessary for understanding the role these particles play innature. The
most spectacularproduct ofthe Bevatron has been the antiproton, whose
existence had 'been predicted by Dirac 0 Hyperons are also produced by
theBevatron and are .under study.

Fig. 7. This photograph was obtained during a trial run with a ten-inch-di-
ameter liquid hydrogen bubblechamber 0 About a dozen 1.5-Bev 1T- mesons
enter the cha.rnber (frornaboveinthephotograph),resulting in five nuclear

. interactions. They are designatedhythe capital letters A toE. The last
event,;Eiisespecia.nyinter~sting becauseitisveryunusualto gat .s,omany

. steps ina .slnglep~cture. . Thelncorning-rr-meson(l} interacts with .aprotoni
at£., .;produciTig .aftC.-me'son(3).o The>proton leaves track {2.)o ,A eo meson.. 'T--
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leaving no track goes to JE, where it decays into a 'fT-(4) and 'IT+(5)Q The
1)"+decays into /-1+(6), which in turn decays into a pos itive electron, e + (7).

./'
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